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SUMMARY

When we see someone experiencing an emotion, and
when we experience it ourselves, common neuro-
physiological activity occurs [1, 2]. But although in-
ter-dyadic synchrony, concurrent and sequential [3],
has been identified, its functional significance remains
inadequately understood. Specifically, how do influ-
ences of partner A on partner B reciprocally influence
partner A? For example, if I am experiencing an affec-
tive state and someone matches their physiological
state to mine, what influence does this have on me—
the person experiencing the emotion? Here, we inves-
tigated this using infant-parent dyads. We developed
miniaturized microphones to record spontaneous vo-
calizations andwireless autonomicmonitors to record
heart rate, heart rate variability, and movement in in-
fants and parents concurrently in naturalistic settings.
Overall,we found that infant-parent autonomicactivity
did not covary across the day—but that ‘‘high points’’
of infant arousal led to autonomic changes in the
parent and that instances where the adult showed
greater autonomic responsivity were associated with
faster infant quieting.Parental responsivitywas higher
following peaks in infant negative affect than in posi-
tive affect. Overall, parents responded to increases
in their child’s arousal by increasing their own. How-
ever, when the overall arousal level of the dyad was
high, parents responded to elevated child arousal by
decreasing their own arousal. Our findings suggest
that autonomic state matching has a direct effect on
the person experiencing the affective state and that
parental co-regulation may involve both connecting
and disconnecting their own arousal state from that
of the child contingent on context.

RESULTS

Since John Donne asserted that ‘‘no man [or woman] is an Iland,

intire of itselfe’’ [4], many researchers have followed him in
operationalizing affective states not as private mental concepts

but rather as properties that ‘‘resonate’’ [5] in ‘‘interpersonal’’

space [6–9]. Certainly, we know that common patterns of neuro-

physiological activity occur when we observe someone else

experiencing emotional states, such as disgust or pain, and

when we experience them ourselves, e.g. [1, 2]. But we under-

stand little about how these time-lagged interpersonal influ-

ences, sometimes characterized formally as ‘‘sender-receiver’’

relationships [10], influence functions such as emotion regula-

tion, which are usually considered froman endogenous perspec-

tive [3, 5, 8, 11, 12].

To address this question, we developed miniaturized micro-

phones, electrocardiograms, and actigraphs to record vocaliza-

tions and track both infants’ and parents’ autonomic changes

across the day in home settings (Figures 1A and 1B). We exam-

ined how adult and infant arousal levels co-fluctuate during the

day (concurrent synchrony) [3] and whether changes in the in-

fant’s arousal forward-predict changes in the parent’s and vice

versa (sequential synchrony) [13]. We examined whether these

bidirectional parent-child influences were present across all

data analyzed (analysis 2) or limited to moments of peak arousal

in the infant (analysis 3) and whether they were stronger during

negative or positive infant affect (analyses 3 and 4). We also

examined whether parental responsivity to a ‘‘peak’’ arousal

event predicted infants’ subsequent recovery (analysis 5).

Finally, we examined how parents’ responsiveness to arousal

changes in their child varied contingent on the parent’s initial

level of arousal (analysis 6).

Descriptive Analyses—Analysis 1
Figures 2A–2C show descriptive plots of our data.

Concurrent Synchrony in Parent-Infant Arousal—
Analysis 2
We conducted a cross-correlation analysis [13–15] to examine

whether, across all samples, there is an association between

the parent’s arousal level and the infant’s. This analysis (Fig-

ure S2) identified only a weak, non-significant (p = 0.15) associ-

ation between parents’ arousal levels and their infant’s. This

suggests that autonomic activity between infants and parents

does not covary across the day.

This finding leaves open the possibility that associations be-

tween a parent’s and infant’s arousal levels are present at certain
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Figure 1. Raw Data Sample

(A) Illustrations of the equipment worn by participants.

(B) Data sample illustrating the raw data from a single participating dyad. 7 h data are presented. (From top to bottom) The infant and adult arousal composite

(Figure S1), infant vocal affect (blue, positive; red, negative), adult vocalizations to the infant, GPS (distance from home in km), time, and sample screenshots from

the camera are shown.
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times (e.g., when the infant’s arousal levels are high), but not at

others (e.g., when the infant’s arousal is low). To examine this

possibility, we examined parental reactivity to infant arousal

peaks.

Parental Reactivity to Infant Arousal Peaks—Analysis 3
Two criteria were used to identify moments of peak infant

arousal. The first (criterion 1) was to identify moments in which

the infant’s arousal exceeded a threshold, defined as the 95th

percentile for all samples recorded for that infant (Figure 3A);

the second (criterion 2) was to identify moments of peak nega-

tive and positive affect in the infant’s vocalizations (Figures 3B

and 3C). The segments marked in red indicate the areas of sig-

nificant (p < 0.05) event-related change. Overall, our results

suggest that increases in adult arousal are observed relative

to peak arousal moments in the infant, as well as relative to mo-

ments of peak negative and (to a lesser extent) peak positive

affect in the infant.
2 Current Biology 29, 1–8, July 22, 2019
Concurrent Synchrony between Parent and Infant
Arousal—Moving Window—Analysis 4
Analysis 2 suggests that infant-parent autonomic activity does

not co-fluctuate across the day. This leaves open the possibility,

however, that there are certain times within the day when auto-

nomic activity does co-fluctuate between infant and parent. To

examine this, we repeated the analysis shown in analysis 2 but

examining the co-fluctuation of infant-parent arousal across

smaller segments of data, using a moving window analysis.

A high cross-correlation value (Spearman’s rho) indicates that,

at times within that moving window when the adult’s arousal is

high, the infant’s arousal is also high.

Results suggested that a short-term increase in infant-parent

arousal correlationwas observed relative to negative, but not pos-

itive, affect infant vocalizations (Figure 3D; permutation p < 0.001).

This is not an artifact of the increases in adult arousal documented

previously (Figures 3A–3C) as a separate analysis (Figure S2C)

indicated no relationship between adult arousal and parent-infant



Figure 2. Descriptive Analyses

(A) Histogram showing the distribution of heart rate (in beats per minute) obtained from the electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings across all participants. Blue (top),

adults; red (bottom), infants. For all three arousal measures, average levels weremarkedly higher in the infant compared to the adult samples. Variability in arousal

is shown in (C).

(B) Top: gray bars show the distribution of arousal across all times when the infant was home and awake, red scatter shows the proportion of spontaneous

vocalizations by arousal bin, and error bars show SE. Infant vocalizations were more common at higher arousal states. Bottom: stacked bar chart illustrating the

proportion of samples by vocal affect, sorted by arousal bin using the same bins as the histograms in the plot above. Yellow colors indicate positive affect

vocalizations, and blue colors indicate negative affect vocalizations. Post hoc tests indicated that intense positive states were equally common across all levels of

arousal but that intense negative affect was markedly more common at higher arousal.

(C) Adapted Poincar�e plots comparing the stability in the arousal composite across consecutive 300-s epochs between the infant and adult datasets

(STARMethods). A t test indicated that the SDs of the Poincar�e plots did not differ, suggesting that no significant difference in arousal stability between infants and

adults was observed.
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arousal cross-correlation (rho < 0.01). This suggests that concur-

rent parent-infant arousal synchrony shows short-term increases

relative to negative, but not positive, affect infant vocalizations.

Parent Responsiveness Predicting Infant Recovery—
Analysis 5
We also examined whether instances in which the adult showed

greater responsiveness were associated with faster infant recov-

ery (Figures 3E–3G). To do this, we identified moments of peak

(>95th percentile) arousal from the infant and recorded the

change in adult’s arousal response relative to that event (Fig-

ure 3E). We then assessed whether a greater adult arousal

response was associated with lower subsequent infant arousal

during the period after the event. Overall, results indicated that

greater adult arousal responses relative to the event were asso-

ciated with lower subsequent infant arousal (Figure 3G).

Parental Responsiveness—Influence of Parent’s Initial
Level of Arousal—Analysis 6
Analyses 2–5 examined parents’ average responses to changes

in their infant. These results suggested that, on average, parents

respond to increases in their child’s arousal by increasing their

own arousal. In addition, however, we also wished to examine

how parents’ responsiveness to their child varied contingent

on the parent’s initial level of arousal. To estimate this, we calcu-

lated a vector plot (Figure 4; STAR Methods).
Two patterns are evident. The first (which is seen by examining

the vertical displacement of the vectors, comparing the bottom

left and the bottom right of the vector plot) is that, when the

adult’s initial arousal level is low, their arousal increases more

in instances where the infant’s arousal is high than when it is

low (Figures 4A and 4B). This suggests that, when their own

arousal is low, parents upregulate their arousal in response to

elevated arousal in the infant. Figure 4C shows that no significant

relationships were observed in the opposite direction when we

examined the systematic relationship between adult arousal

and change in infant arousal across the entire dataset. The con-

trol analysis suggested that similar patterns were not observed in

data that had been shuffled and re-paired across dyads (Figures

S2E–S2G).

The second pattern (which is seen by comparing the top left

and the top right of the vector plot) is that, when the adult’s initial

arousal level is high, their arousal decreases more in instances

where the infant’s arousal is high than when it is low (Figures

4A and 4B). In other words, when their own arousal is high, par-

ents down-regulate their own arousal in response to increases in

the infant. Again, Figure 4C shows that no significant relation-

ships were observed in the opposite direction, considering

how the adult’s arousal influences the change in infant’s arousal

across the entire dataset, and the control analysis indicated that

no relationships were present across shuffled and re-paired da-

tasets (Figures S2E–S2G).
Current Biology 29, 1–8, July 22, 2019 3



Figure 3. Results of Analyses 3–5

(A) Analysis 3—moments in which the infant’s autonomic arousal exceeded the 95th percentile for that individual were identified. The average adult arousal levels

during the period from 540 s before to 540 s after that moment were calculated. For all figures, error bars show the SE, and segments in red indicate the areas of

significant (p < 0.05) event-related change as identified by the permutation-based temporal clustering analysis (STAR Methods).

(B) Analysis 3—changes in adult arousal levels during the period from 540 s before to 540 after an infant’s most negative affect vocalizations.

(C) Analysis 3—changes in adult arousal levels during the period from 540 s before to 540 after an infant’s most positive affect vocalizations.

(D) Analysis 4—changes in infant-adult arousal cross-correlation relative to peak negative and positive affect vocalizations. Stars indicate the areas of significant

(p < 0.05) event-related change as identified by the permutation-based temporal clustering analysis.

(E) Analysis 5—schematic illustrating the procedure used to generate the results in (G). First, we identified instances of peak (>95th percentile) arousal from the

infant. Second, we examined how the adult’s arousal changed in the 60 s after, relative to before, that moment. Third, we examined how the change in adult’s

arousal predicted the infant’s subsequent arousal across a variety of time windows between 0–60 and 240–300 s after the event.

(F) Analysis 5—sample scatterplot illustrating the relationship observed during one recovery window.

(G) Analysis 5—plot showing the recovery window (seconds post-event in the infant data) on the x axis and the b value of the linear mixed effects model on the y

axis. Red dashed line indicates the p value cutoff for individual linear mixed effects models; results were subsequently corrected for multiple comparisons using a

permutation-based cluster analysis. Results indicated that greater increases in adult arousal relative to the event were associated with lower infant arousal during

the minutes after the event.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
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Overall, these results suggest that how adults respond to in-

creases in infant arousal varies contingent on their own starting

level of arousal. When their arousal is initially low, they respond

to increases in infant arousal by increasing their own arousal;

however, when their arousal is initially high, they respond in the

opposite way—by decreasing their own arousal in response to

arousal increases in the infant.

DISCUSSION

Infant-parent dyads operate as single, affective regulatory

units [8]; with development comes a transition from co-
4 Current Biology 29, 1–8, July 22, 2019
regulation to self-regulation [3, 16, 17]. Within the dyad, allo-

static mechanisms are bidirectional. Influences of the parent

on the child have been demonstrated both directly, through

mechanisms such as touch [18–20], and indirectly, through

verbal mechanisms, including parental teaching [21] and the

parental modeling of positive affect [22]. Influences of the

child on the parent have been demonstrated in Granger-

causal analyses examining how children’s and parents’ facial

affect and physiology change in response to stressors [8] and

during tabletop play [23], as well as by measuring parents’

autonomic and neural responses to recordings of infants’

crying [24, 25].



Figure 4. Results of Analysis 6

(A) Vector plot illustrating transitions between arousal bins, contingent on starting arousal state. Data were averaged into 60-s epochs and binned from 1 (low) to

10 (high) for infant and parent separately. Thus, an epoch classified as [1, 1] indicates an epoch in which both infant and parent were in a low arousal state. The red

line indicates the average direction of travel between that and the subsequent epoch, averaged across all epochs in that bin. Thus, for the position [1, 1], the red

line shows a displacement of +0.3 on the x axis and +0.7 on the y axis, indicating that the average epoch starting at [1, 1] showed an increase of +0.3 in infant

arousal and +0.7 in adult arousal to the subsequent epoch.

(B) Linear regressions were calculated to assess the relationship between infant arousal bin (at time t) and change in adult arousal (to time t+1), separately for

different adult arousal bins (at time t). Where a significant relationship was identified between infant arousal and change in adult arousal, the result is shown as a

colored line; non-significant relationships are shown as gray lines.

(C) Relationship between adult arousal (at time t) and change in infant arousal (to time t+1), separately for different infant arousal bins (at time t). For this

comparison, no significant relationships were observed.

See also Figures S2E–S2G.
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Over the short term, child / parent influences are important

insofar as they elicit responsive caregiving reactions from the

parent [26]. But do they have a functional significance beyond

that? To investigate this, we examined how infant-parent arousal

co-fluctuates across all types of naturalistic settings, including

neutral, positive, and negative affect. We examined how sponta-

neous increases in infants’ arousal relate to increases in parents’

arousal and assessed whether real-world instances in which the

parent shows greater reactive changes in response to the infant

associate with subsequently lower arousal in the infant.

Cross-correlation plots (Figure S2) suggest that, across all

data, no association was observed between parent and infant

arousal (analysis 2). Interpretation of this finding is limited by

the fact that we have not differentiated degrees of proximity

within our naturalistic sample—from holding the infant to being

in separate rooms—although only samples recorded while the

dyad was at home and the baby was awake were included.

Consistent with this, the vector plot (analysis 5) indicates no

relationship between infant arousal and change in adult

arousal across intermediate levels of arousal. To our knowl-

edge, previous research into arousal and affect contagion using
lab-based experimental paradigms has not documented this

point [27, 28].

Our results do, however, suggest that adults show autonomic

responsivity to moments of peak arousal in the infant (analyses

3 and 4). Peak negative and, to a lesser extent, positive affect

vocalizations were also both associated with increases in adult

arousal (Figures 3B and 3C). Our analyses also suggest that in-

fant vocalizations lead to immediate increases in concurrent

parent-infant arousal synchrony—although this only occurred

following negative, and not positive, affect vocalizations (Fig-

ure 3D; compare [8]). Finally, when we examined these naturally

occurring peak arousal instances (analysis 5), we found that

greater reactive changes in adult arousal were associated with

lower subsequent infant arousal (Figures 3E–3G).

When all data were averaged together, we found that parents

responded to increases in their child’s arousal by increasing their

own. However, when we subdivided our results according to the

adult’s starting level of arousal (analysis 6), we also found that

parents’ responses to elevated arousal in the infant vary depend-

ing on their own arousal level. Where adult’s arousal is initially

low, they respond to increases in infant arousal with increases
Current Biology 29, 1–8, July 22, 2019 5
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in their own arousal—consistent with the pattern noted overall

(Figure 3). However, where the adult’s arousal is initially high,

the opposite pattern is noted: parents downregulate their own

arousal in response to increases in infant arousal (Figures 3A

and 3B). The same pattern was not noted in a control analysis

in which adults’ and infants’ arousal datasets were randomly

shuffled and re-paired (Figures S2E–S2G), suggesting that this

is not a statistical artifact of the data. This suggests that, in

response to increases in infant arousal, parents adaptively in-

crease or decrease their own arousal, contingent on context [29].

Our findings build on the literature into how infants influence

their parents during early social interactions [30]. Our finding

that increases in parental arousal were observed following

both negative and positive arousal peaks in the child is important

(Figure 3C) insofar as it suggests that these mechanisms are not

just specific responses to distress [24–26] but rather contingent

parental responses to peak arousal moments in the child. One

effect of this may be to match the arousal state of the parent

more closely to that of the child. Thus, our findings may be

consistent with previous research suggesting that, when we

see someone else experiencing an emotion and when we expe-

rience it ourselves, common patterns of neurophysiological ac-

tivity occur [1, 2].

Our findings here may parallel other recent findings into the

importance of child / parent influences in other domains,

such as attention and learning. For example, recent research

examining the co-fluctuation of neural activity during shared

parent-infant play has suggested, similar to the present findings,

that adults show fine-grained changes in neural activity time

locked to their infants’ attention [31]. Similarly, behavioral mi-

cro-analyses have shown that specific forms of contingent be-

haviors in infant-parent social interactions—such as mirroring

and marking with a smile—predict the increase of these behav-

iors over time [32–34].

However, our findings also suggest that parental responsivity

does not always involve matching the parent’s arousal state to

the infant. Analysis 6 suggests that, when adults’ arousal is

high, the opposite pattern occurs: parents respond to elevated

child arousal by decreasing their own arousal (Figures 3A and

3B). The finding echoes the concept of ‘‘stress buffering’’—

where one individual moderates the stress level of another while

partners are experiencing different physiology [29]. It points,

potentially, to the idea that adults may employ diverse tactics

in order to maintain allostasis within the dyad [35]—dynamically

increasing, or decreasing, their own level of arousal contingent

on the total arousal levels of the dyad [36].

Thus, while building on our understanding of the importance of

parents’ contingent responsiveness to their child, our results

also indicate a move beyond a simple model that ‘‘more syn-

chrony is better’’ (see also [37]). Our findings suggest that in-

fant-parent arousal does not routinely co-fluctuate during the

day and that parental responsivity is limited to instances of

peak arousal in the child, encompassing both positive and nega-

tive affect. They also suggest that, contingent on context and in

order to maintain allostasis, parental responses can include both

connecting and disconnecting their own arousal state from their

infant’s.

Future research can build on these findings in a number of

ways: first by exploring psychopathology. For example, recent
6 Current Biology 29, 1–8, July 22, 2019
research examining the naturalistic co-fluctuation of arousal in

dyads where the parent has lower or higher anxiety suggests

that more anxious parent-child dyads show greater co-fluctua-

tion in arousal across the day [38]. Parental responsivity to

peak infant arousal events was equivalent between dyads with

high and low parental anxiety; but more anxious parents showed

greater responsivity to small-scale arousal fluctuations in the

child. Other research has suggested that abusive parents and

adults at risk for physical abuse can respond with excessive

physiological arousal to recordings of infants crying [39]—sug-

gesting that some parents show excessive reactivity (see [40]).

In the future, it may be useful to examine whether the linear rela-

tionships documented in Figure 3G in fact show quadratic ten-

dencies, such that both parental over- and under-reactivity is

associated with slower infant recovery.

Second, our approach is also limited by the one-dimensional

approach we have taken to studying arousal (STAR Methods;

Figure S1). Future work may show discrete patterns of interper-

sonal influence between parasympathetic and sympathetic sub-

systems [41, 42].

Third, longitudinal studies would allow us to examine how

the short-term influences that we have documented here relate

to the infant’s emotion regulation over longer time frames

[3, 11, 43, 44]—building on previous research that early infant-

parent interactional styles can significantly predict longer term

attachment [37] and self-control [43] outcomes.

Fourth, future research could examine how interventions, such

as clinician-mediated parental sensitivity training (e.g., [45]), lead

to changes in intra-dyadic autonomic influences. This would

allow us to test causal mechanisms in more depth than the

time series correlations we tested here.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB [14] https://uk.mathworks.com/
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

All materials, datasets and protocols used in the manuscript are freely available for resource sharing. For requests please contact

Dr. Sam Wass (s.v.wass@uel.ac.uk).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the University of East London. Participants consisted of 82 infants

recruited from the London, Essex, Hertfordshire and Cambridge regions of the UK. This sample size was selected prior to the

commencement of the study based on power calculations presented, and approved by peer review, in the funding application

that supported this work (ESRC ES/N017560/1). Exclusion criteria included: complex medical conditions, skin allergies, heart con-

ditions, parents below 18 years of age, and parents receiving care from a mental health organization or professional. We also

excluded families in which the primary day-time care was performed by the male parent, because the numbers were insufficient

to provide an adequately gender-matched sample. All participating parents were, therefore, female. Demographic details are given

in Table S1.

METHOD DETAILS

Participating parents were invited to select a day during which they would be spending the entire day with their child but which

was otherwise, as far as possible, typical for them and their child. The researcher visited the participants’ homes in the morning

(c. 7.30 - 10am) to fit the equipment, and returned later (c. 4 - 7pm) topick it up. Themean (std) recording timeper daywas 7.3 (1.4)hours.

The equipment consisted of two wearable layers, for both infant and parent (Figure 1A). For the infant, a specially designed one-

piece bodysuit was worn next to the skin, which contained a built-in Electrocardiogram (ECG) recording device (recording at 250Hz),

accelerometer (30Hz), Global Positioning System (GPS) (1Hz), and microphone (11.6kHz). A T-shirt, worn on top of the device, con-

tained a pocket to hold the microphone and a miniature video camera (a commercially available Narrative Clip 2 camera recording at

30fps). For the parent, a specially designed chest strap was also worn next to the skin, containing the same equipment. A cardigan,

worn as a top layer, contained themicrophone and video camera. The clothes were comfortable whenworn and, other than a request

to keep the equipment dry, participants were encouraged to behave exactly as they would do on a normal day. To ensure good qual-

ity recordings, the ECG device was attached using standard Ag-Cl electrodes, placed in a modified lead II position.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Affect coding
For reasons of bandwidth, the microphone recorded just a 5 s snapshot of the auditory environment every 60 s. Post hoc, trained

coders listened to each recording to identified samples in which the infant was vocalising, and those in which the parent was vocal-

ising to the infant, and those in which the parent was vocalising to another adult. In order to assess inter-rater reliability, 24% of the

samplewas double coded; Cohen’s kappawas found to be 0.89, which is high [46]. The infant vocalisationswere also coded for vocal

affect on a scale from 1 (fussy and difficult) to 9 (happy and engaged). In order to assess inter-rater reliability, 24% of the sample was

double coded; Cohen’s kappa for this coding was 0.60, which is acceptable [46]. All coders were blinded to all intended analyses.

Home/Awake coding
Coding when participants were at home was performed using the GPS monitors built into the recording devices. The position of the

participant’s home was calculated based on the postcode data that they supplied, and any GPS samples within a c.50 m area of that

location were treated as Home (corresponding to the accuracy of the GPS devices that we were using). To identify samples in which

infants were sleeping, parents were asked to fill in a logbook identifying the times of infants’ naps during the day. This information was

manually verified by visually examining the actigraphy and ECG data collected, on a participant by participant basis. Actigraphy, in

particular, shows marked differences between sleeping and waking samples (Figure S1) [47], which allowed us to verify the parental

reports with a high degree of accuracy.
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Autonomic data parsing and calculation of the autonomic composite measure
Electrocardiography Data were parsed to identify RR intervals using custom-built MATLAB scripts, employing an adaption of a stan-

dard thresholding procedure [15], and verified post hoc via visual inspection. Heart Rate Variability was calculated using the

PhysioNet Cardiovascular Signal Toolbox [48]. A 60 s window was implemented, and the default settings were used with the excep-

tion that the min/max inter-beat interval was set at 300/750 ms for the infant data and 300/1300ms for the adult data. The Root Mean

Square of Successive Differences (RMSSD)measurewas taken to index Heart Rate Variability, but other frequency domainmeasures

were additionally inspected and, as expected [48], showed highly similar results. To parse the actigraphy data we first manually in-

spected the data, then corrected artifacts specific to the recording device used, and then applied a Butterworth low-pass filter with a

cut-off of 0.1 Hz to remove high-frequency noise.

On each of the individual arousal measures, average levels weremarkedly higher in the infant compared to the adult samples, when

just home awake samples were considered (t tests for RR intervals/HRV/Actigraphy: t(70) = 30.4/-9.7/12.5, all ps < 0.001) (Figure 2A).

In previous research we identified strong patterns of tonic and phasic covariation between different autonomicmeasures collected

from infants ([15, 16]). Here, we include plots (Figure S1) showing that the present analyses replicated and extended these results.

The plots only show the sections of the data when participants were at home, comparing sections in which the infants were awake

and asleep. Figure S1A shows cross-correlation plots examining the relationship between heart rate and movement. In both waking

and sleeping sections the zero-lag correlation is 0.5. Figure S1C shows how these zero-lagged correlations vary on a per-participant

basis. Figure S1B shows an illustrative sample from a single participant. Sleeping sections show very lowmovement levels and lower

heart rate. Of note, heart rate and movement do still inter-relate during the sleeping sections of the data (Figure S1C), albeit that the

variability in heart rate and movement is lower. Figures S1D–S1F show similar relationships between heart rate and heart rate vari-

ability, illustrating the strong and consistent negative relationships that were observed between these variables, as predicted. Based

on these data, and following the approach we have taken in previous research ([14]), we elected to calculate a composite measure of

arousal for the analyses presented in the main text. This was done by calculating the natural logarithm of the actigraphy data, invers-

ing the HRV data, epoching all three measures into 1Hz epochs, calculating a z-score separately for each participant and each mea-

sure, and then averaging the three measures into a single z-score.

Extensive previous research has identified fractionation, and differentiation, within our autonomic response systems [49–56] – sug-

gesting, for example, that the sympathetic and parasympathetic subdivisions may, to an extent, operate in a non-additive manner

[56]. Although indubitably true, these findings should be seen as rendering incorrect our treatment of autonomic arousal as a one-

dimensional construct here. Like many other arguments concerned with general versus specific factors, the question is rather

one of the relative proportions of variance that can be accounted for by a single common factor in comparison with the variance

accounted for by the sum of specific factors ([57]; see [58]).

Calculation of Poincar�e plots (analysis 1)
As a preliminary analysis, wewished to examinewhether infants or adults showedmore changeable arousal profiles, while controlling

for between-individual differences in average arousal. To do this, we calculated adapted versions of Poincar�e plots (Figure 2C). To

calculate these, data were filtered so that only samples when the participants were at home, and awake, were included. All data were

averaged into 300 s epochs and then grouped, per participant, into 5 equal-sized bins. Data were then plotted with the value at time

t on the x axis and that at time t+1 on the y axis. Data that aremore tightly clustered around the 1:1 line show greater stability between

consecutive 300 s epochs.

To assess the significance of this difference, the standard deviation (SD) of points perpendicular to the line of identity was calcu-

lated [59], participant by participant. The mean (SE) variability was 0.963 (0.02) in the infant data and 0.980 (0.13) in the adult data. An

independent samples t test indicated that this difference was not significant t (135) = �0.49, p = 0.62. This suggests that there is no

difference in the degree to which arousal profiles in infants and adults fluctuate between consecutive 5-minute bins.

Calculation of permutation-based temporal clustering analyses (analysis 2-6)
To estimate the significance of the time-series relationships in the results, a permutation-based temporal clustering approach was

used. This procedure, which is adapted from approaches widely used in neuroimaging analyses [60, 61], allows us to estimate the

probability of temporally contiguous relationships being observed in our results, a fact that standard approaches to correcting for

multiple comparisons fail to account for [61]. See also [62] for a similar approach.

Two different analytical approaches were used. One analysis (Method 1) looked at event-related change relative to a known

‘‘Time=0’’ moment (such as relative to a particular event). This was used for the analyses shown in Figures 3A–3D. The other analysis

(Method 2) looked for temporally contiguous patterns of change in instances where the center-point of the expected response win-

dow is unknown [61]. This was used for the analysis shown in Figure 3G.

Method 1

This analysis examines whether the observed clusterings of elevated values around time = 0 differ significantly from chance. To es-

timate this, the following procedure was used. If y is Time = 0, then for the first time interval (t = 1) the observed data from y-1 to y+1

was excerpted (i.e., from 1 bin before to 1 bin after time = 0). The proportional size of the excerpted data relative to the entire dataset

was used to calculate a centile threshold (e.g., examining the central 10% of the data). The entire dataset was then rank ordered, and

the highest 10% of the data was calculated. The proportion of highest data that was contained within the central segment of the data

was calculated. The same calculation was then repeated for increasing values of t ranging from 1 to the total time window of the
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sample. Thus, for each value of t, if the observed data had been ‘perfectly’ ordered, with the highest value at time = 0 and gradually

decreasing values at increasing time lags, then the proportion of highest data contained within the central segment of data would

always be 1. In this way, we quantified whether higher values were more commonly observed around the time = 0 point in the data.

1000 random datasets were then generated with the same dimensions as the original input data. To ensure that the same level of

autocorrelation was present in the simulated data as in the original datasets, multivariate autoregressive models were fitted to each

sample included in the original dataset using the MATLAB function ARfit.m [63], and the matching AR parameters were used to

generate each of the random datasets using the MATLAB function ARsim.m [63].

For each random dataset, the same series of calculations as described above was performed. In this way we estimated how, for

each of the randomdatasets, the proportion of highest data containedwithin the central segment of the data varied across increasing

time windows from the time = 0 point. The results obtained from the random datasets were used to generate a histogram, and the

likelihood of observed results have been obtained by chance was calculated by comparing the observed values with the randomly

generated values using a standard bootstrapping procedure. Thus, a p value of < 0.01 indicates that the observed concentration of

high values around the time 0 moment was observed in 10 or fewer of the 1000 simulated datasets generated for that time window.

Method 2

This analysis examines whether temporally contiguous patterns of change were observed in situations where the center point of the

expected response window is unknown [61]. In each case, the test statistic (e.g., in the case of Figure 3G, the linear mixed effects

model) was calculated independently for each time window. Series of significant effects across contiguous time windows were iden-

tified using an alpha level of 0.05. 1000 random datasets were then generated using the same procedures as described for Method 1,

above, the same sequence of analyses was repeated, and the longest series of significant effects across contiguous time windows

was identified. The results obtained from the random datasets were used to generate a histogram, and the likelihood of observed

results have been obtained by chance was calculated by comparing the observed values with the randomly generated values using

a standard bootstrapping procedure. Thus, a p value of < 0.01 indicates that an equivalent pattern of temporally contiguous group

differences was observed in 10 or fewer of the 1000 simulated datasets created.

Calculation of cross-correlation between infant and parent autonomic arousal (analysis 2)
Because infants were often strapped into buggies or seats while outside, which influenced their autonomic data, only sections when

the dyad was at home and the infant was awake were included in this and subsequent analyses. Data were epoched into 60 s epochs

prior to conducting this analysis. First, the correlation was calculated across all pairs of time-locked (i.e., simultaneously occurring)

epochs for infant and parent using a Spearman’s rank order correlation. This allowed us to examine whether at times during the day

when the infant’s arousal is higher, the adult’s arousal tends also to be higher. The value obtained is plotted as time ‘‘0’’ (t = 0) in the

cross-correlation. To examine lagged cross-correlations, we examined the correlations between non-simultaneous pairs, that is,

considering the correlation between epochs at increasing lags from one another. To obtain the value plotted at a single lag

(or lag-time t = 1), for example, the epochs created from the infant data were shuffled 1 s backward relative to the adult data, and

all lagged pairs of data were entered into a correlation. In this way, we can estimate how the association between two variables

changes when we increase the time lag between them. A cross-correlation plot that was asymmetric around the Time = 0 line, for

example, would indicate that changes in one time-series forward-predict changes in another more than vice versa. The cross-cor-

relation was calculated using scripts described in detail in [14], and verified using built-in MATLAB functions (crosscorr.m).

One challenge to interpreting the significance of cross-correlations is that each variable is itself auto-correlated (i.e., shows a profile

of change that is either slower, or faster changing [17, 19, 64]. Thus, in calculating a cross-correlation to index the relationship be-

tween two variables at a given time-lag, it is first necessary to estimate how each variable relates to itself at that time lag (which is

described by the auto-correlation). A variety of techniques are available to do this, including Autoregressive Integrated Moving

Average models (e.g., [12]) or the Actor-Partner Interdependence Model [19]. We opted to correct for auto-correlation by calculating

the Effective Sample Size [64]. At each time interval, the cross-correlation (i.e., the relationship between the two variables) was first

calculated, and then the auto-correlation value for each variable (i.e., the relationship of that variable to itself, at that time-lag)

was then calculated. The higher of these two values was used to calculate the Effective Sample Size, using the standard formula:

N� = ðNð1� rÞ=ð1 + rÞÞ, where N* is the Effective Sample Size, N is the actual sample size and r is the higher of the two auto-cor-

relation values obtained at that time interval for each of the two measures independently [64]. The significance level of the cross-cor-

relation obtained was then adjusted based on the Effective Sample Size. In this way, we calculated the significance level of the

relationship between two variables at a particular time-lag, independent of the relationship of each variable to itself at that time-lag.

Calculation of reactivity to infant arousal ‘peaks’ (analysis 3)
Two criteria were used to identify moments of ‘peak’ infant arousal. The first (criterion 1) was to identify moments in which the infant’s

arousal exceeded a threshold, defined as the 95th centile for all samples recorded for that infant (Figure 3A); the mean (SE) total num-

ber of instances per infant was 13.6 (0.44). The second (criterion 2) was to identify moments of peak negative and positive affect in the

infant’s vocalisations (Figures 3B and 3C). These were identified as instances where the infant’s vocal affect was coded as% 2 or > =

8 respectively on a scale from 1 (‘fussy and difficult’) to 9 (‘happy and engaged’). The mean (SE) total number of instances per infant

was 8.6 (1.0) for negative and 6.6 (1.0) for positive affect vocalisations. For the analyses presented in the main text, the dependent

variable is the arousal composite; in the SM (Figure S3) we also present equivalent analyses, based heart rate data alone, which

showed similar results.
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For each instance, we examined how the adult’s arousal level changed across the time interval from 540 s before that moment to

540 s after. To assess the likelihood that an increase in adult arousal was time-locked to the infant peak arousal moment we con-

ducted permutation-based temporal clustering analyses (see above). The segments marked in red indicate the areas of significant

(p < 0.05) event-related change as identified by these analyses.

Calculation of concurrent synchrony between parent and infant arousal (analysis 4)
We repeated the analysis shown in analysis 2, but examining the cofluctuation of infant-parent arousal across smaller segments of

data, using amoving window analysis. To estimate this, all arousal data were downsampled to 5 s epochs and epoched using a 300 s

moving window, which shifted 60 s between epochs. Within each time window, the concurrent synchrony between infant and parent

arousal was estimated by calculating the peak cross-correlation; a high cross-correlation value (Spearman’s rho) indicates that, at

times within that time window when the adult’s arousal is high, the infant’s arousal is also high.

We examined how these peak cross-correlation values change across time, relative to peak affect moments from the infant (Fig-

ure 3D). Significance calculations were conducted using permutation-based temporal clustering analyses (described above). Sepa-

rate analyses were conducted to examine how the infant-parent arousal correlation changes relative to negative, and positive, affect

infant vocalisations.

Calculation of parent responsiveness predicting infant recovery (analysis 5)
To assess whether instances in which the adult showed greater responsiveness were associated with faster infant recovery (Figures

3E–3G), we first identified moments of peak (> 95th centile) arousal from the infant. Then, we recorded the change in adult’s arousal

response by analyzing the change in adult’s arousal from 60-0 s before to 0-60 s after that moment (Figure 3E). Then, we examined

the infant’s arousal during a variety of recovery windows from 0 to 60 s to 240 to 300 s after the event. To examine whether a greater

adult arousal response was associated with lower subsequent infant arousal, we calculated separate linear mixed effects models for

each time window using the fitlme function in MATLAB. To correct for multiple comparisons, we conducted a permutation-based

temporal clustering analysis (see above), which identified the probability of a null hypothesis as p = 0.02. For the analyses presented

in the main text, the dependent variable is the arousal composite; in Figure S3E we also present equivalent analyses, based on heart

rate data alone, which showed similar results.

Calculation of vector plot (analysis 6)
To calculate the Vector plot (Figure 4A), all infant and adult arousal data were averaged separately into 60 s epochs. The arousal data

were binned into ten equally sized bins, individually for each participant (infant and adult). Then, each possible combination of bins

was separated (e.g., [1, 1] in which both the infant and adult were in bin 1, i.e., their lowest possible arousal state). For each combi-

nation, we calculated the average change between all epochs in that category, and the epoch immediately following. This change

score is drawn on the vector plot as a red line. Thus, for the point located at [1, 1] on the vector plot, the vector extends +0.3 on

the x axis (representing change in infant arousal), and +0.7 on the y axis (representing change in adult arousal). This indicates

that, across all epochs starting from [1, 1], the average change to the next epoch was a gain of +0.3 bins in infant arousal,

and +0.7 bins in adult arousal.

Across all data, the vectors tend to point toward the center of the plot. This indicates regression to the mean: in an epoch where

infants’ and parents’ arousal starts low, an increase is expected to the next epoch; whereas for an epoch that starts high, a decrease

is expected. The center point of the vectors appears to be around bin 6 (out of 10), consistent with the lightly positively skewed dis-

tribution shown in Figure 2B.

Our main aim, however, was to examine how parents’ responsiveness to arousal changes in their child varied contingent on the

parent’s initial level of arousal. To see this, we can examine for example the bottom row of the vector plot, which shows instances

in which the adult’s arousal is low. The left-hand side of this line shows instances in which the infant’s arousal is also low; the right-

hand side, instances in which the infant’s arousal is high. The height of the vector shows the average change in adult’s arousal to the

subsequent epoch. It appears that, when the adult’s arousal is initially low, adult arousal increases more in instances where the in-

fant’s arousal is high, than when it is low.

To investigate the significance of these relationships, a series of bivariate linear regressions were calculated to examine the

relationship between infant arousal and the change in adult arousal, separately for different initial adult arousal bins (Figure 4B).

We corrected for multiple comparisons using the permutation-based temporal clustering approach described above. Bins in which

statistically significant relationships (p < 0.05) were observed between the infant’s arousal level and the change in adult arousal are

drawn as colored lines; non-significant relationships are drawn in gray. In addition, we also conducted a control analysis, in which the

arousal data from infants were randomly shuffled and paired with arousal data from a non-matched adult (see Figures S2E–S2G).

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Because of the risk of the inclusion of personally identifiable information in the datasets created, the authors ask that any researchers

interested in accessing our raw data should first contact the lead author, Dr Sam Wass s.v.wass@uel.ac.uk.
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